Innovative features make life easier for patients, guests and caregivers.

- **Padded: Personal Pack Wipes hand hygiene dispenser**
  - Helps control infection and sub-patient safety with convenient touchless hand sanitizing.

- **Mirror/storage module**
  - Cleans easily and is made of break-resistant acrylic. Also, it includes atop the table for easy access to storage.

- **Fixed caregiver module**
  - Remains stationary while table is raised and lowered. Features two bins and laptop storage.

- **Tuning fork base**
  - Fits easily under beds, even with power transport.

- **Braille on all touch points**
  - Convenient descriptions for patients, guests or caregivers.

- **Steel column**
  - Raises and lowers table quietly with minimal effort.

- **Dual food service tray**
  - Provides 30 percent more surface area, so patients don’t need to move belongings at meals.

- **Cup holders**
  - Reduces spillage and cleans easily.

- **Fixed caregiver surface option**
  - Remains stationary while table is raised and lowered. Features two bins and laptop storage.

- **Large surface area**
  - Allows patients to create a home away from home, with easy access to belongings.

- **Brake on all touch points**
  - Convenient descriptions for patients, guests or caregivers.

**Hill-Rom. Art of Care. Overbed Table OBT636**

This highly configurable table is designed with ease of use in mind. It fits effortlessly under beds and features a larger surface area that maximizes infection control.

**Hill-Rom. Art of Care. Overbed Table OBT635**

- **Three top options**
  - Features: integrated Braille technology which cleans easily.

- **Fixed caregiver surface option**
  - Remains stationary while table is raised and lowered. Features two bins and laptop storage.

- **Large surface area**
  - Allows patients to create a home away from home, with easy access to belongings.

**Hill-Rom. Art of Care. Overbed Table OBT634**

- **‘C’ Base**
  - Fits easily under beds, even with power transport.

- **Dual column**
  - Rises and lowers the table quietly.

- **Easy roll casters**
  - Allows the table to be moved effortlessly.
OBT636
• Dual food service tray—optional
• Cupholders—optional
• Hygiene wipe dispenser—optional
• Fixed caregiver surface and storage—optional
• Mirror/storage—optional
• Braille—standard
• Tuning fork base

OBT635
• Single top with three top option configurations
• Thermofilo top
• Fixed caregiver surface and storage—optional
• Mirror/storage—optional
• Hygiene wipe dispenser—optional
• Tuning fork base
• Braille—standard

OBT634
• Single top
• “C” base
• Easy roll casters
• Thermofilo top

Color options
Wood Grain laminates

Art of Care, Overbed Table ordering key

Top options for OBT635

Dimensions

OBT636

OBT635

OBT634

Top Options for OBT635

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Natural Maple
V07
Thermofoil
Medium Oak
V09
Shaker Cherry
V11
Montana Walnut
V12
Wild Cherry
V08
Camby Cherry
V04
Newport Apple
V03
Dark Cherry
V06
Honey Maple
V10
Medium Oak
V09
Shaker Cherry
V11
Montana Walnut
V12

Color options

Laminates

Art of Care

Overbed Tables
in the healing environment

Designed for safety, style and ease of use

2009 recipient of
The Nightingale Awards

Hill-Rom reserves the right to make changes without notice in design, specifications and models. The only warranty Hill-Rom makes is the express written warranty extended on the sale or rental of its products.
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